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Brawling has never been more beautiful! The long-awaited sequel to the smash hit action-platformer is here: Guacamelee! 2 brings luchador Juan Aguacate out of retirement for a stunning new Metroidvania-style adventure, where he must face his greatest challenge yet one that threatens to tear
apart the very fabric of the Mexiverse! Plus, the game is actually really cute too. Its got some very endearing aspects. If youre in to this kind of game, and like quirky humor and characters, I recommend Guacamelee 2-CODEX. It was a great experience for me. There is another game that was

recommended to me, Demon Souls, and I plan to compare the two (one for the PS3, one for the PC) because I really, really like this one. If you did like the first one, however, you probably will like this one. It takes everything and applies it to a newer, more interesting medium, and frankly, I wasnt sure
if theyd be able to pull it off. Theyve done it. Guacamelee 2-CODEX is probably the best game on the PS3 right now. The environment is extremely well done, the main character and his moves are very unique, the puzzles are awesome and the saving grace of the game is that it’s not too hard.

Guacamelee 2-CODEX is a fantastic game that should be played by anybody who loves platformers. This game takes everything awesome about the first game, adds new players with new mechanics, and completely succeeds. If youre a fan of the first game, youll love this one. The long-awaited sequel
to the smash hit Guacamelee is here! Uppercut your way to victory across stunning new hand-crafted levels. Featuring a dense and colorful world, new luchador moves, sassy new bosses, twice the enemies, and 300% more chickens! Head back to the jungle in this long-awaited sequel to the smash hit
action-platformer Guacamelee! Uppercut your way to victory across stunning new hand-crafted levels. Featuring a dense and colorful world, new luchador moves, sassy new bosses, twice the enemies, and 300% more chickens! Brawling has never been more beautiful! The long-awaited sequel to the

smash hit action-platformer is here: Guacamelee! 2 brings luchador Juan Aguacate out of retirement for a stunning new Metroidvania-style adventure, where he must face his greatest challenge yet one that threatens to tear apart the very fabric of the Mexiverse!
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Another pleasant surprise are the towns in Guacamelee 2 PC game, from the bustling Mexican metropolis to the medieval castle of the emperor, each has a way of breathing life into the levels. Some have simple cottages with friendly residents, others have suspicious townsfolk, and of course there are
numerous prison cells and secret passageways. Some of the towns are complete with every amenity a luchador could wish for, while others are broken apart and a few have been turned into a makeshift bazaar. The rest have black markets, and even warpgates through which you can access the bonus
levels. The game may not have many levels but it has plenty of replay value, and different play-throughs will most certainly yield different experiences. As a Metroidvania, Guacamelee 2 PC game is not a huge amount like Nintendo Land or Child of Light, but it still offers a considerable experience. Its
not something I would want to play forever, but it is something that I would certainly come back to. Guacamelee 2 is a sensational action-adventure platformer inspired by Mexican culture. You play as a Mexican Luchador and must save your wife from an evil sorcerer known as The Moon King as well
as the land of his creation. This is a full remake of the classic LucasArts platformer game from which has been faithfully recreated with added modern features. The World of The Moon Kingdom is full of more than 30 distinctive realms and challenges to conquer. Guacamelee 2 is a phenomenal action-

adventure platformer inspired by Mexican culture that must save his wife from the Moon King. The world is very colorful and odd and loaded with song and humor. This one is a must-buy for fans of old-school games. 5ec8ef588b
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